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Walkers' External Client 360 Cookie Policy  

What is a cookie? 

Cookies are text files containing small amounts of information which are downloaded to your device when 

you visit a website. Cookies are then sent back to the originating website on each subsequent visit, or to 

another website that recognises that cookie. Cookies are useful because they allow a website to recognise 

a user’s device. 

You can find more information about cookies at: 

www.allaboutcookies.org    

www.youronlinechoices.eu 

Cookies do lots of different jobs, like letting you navigate between pages efficiently, remembering your 

preferences, and generally improve the user experience. They can also help to ensure that adverts you see 

online are more relevant to you and your interests.   

Cookies on our Portal 

Walkers' Client 360 Portal uses cookies.  We have listed the cookies we use below as well as what they are 

used for and how long they are stored.   

Cookies Acceptance – If you choose to opt in to accept cookies on our site, we store a cookie so that we 

can remember your choice and we don't have to ask you every time you visit our site. 

Cookie name Description Type Lifespan 

Walkers360PortalCookieAcknowledgeDate Used to record consent preference for cookies Persistent 1 year 

Strictly Necessary Cookies – To log into Walkers' Client 360, we require cookies to be placed on your 

device.  These cookies are required to authenticate your access to the secure area of our site.  Disabling 

these cookies will not allow for your access to be authenticated and you will be unable to log in. 

Cookie name Description Type Lifespan 

Walkers360PortalAuthCookie Stores user information for the signed 

in user 

Session 20 minutes 

Walkers360PortalTwoFactorCookie If your account is configured to 

require two factor authentication, this 

cookie enables the application to 

temporarily store user information 

when you are verifying the second 

factor in the two-factor authentication 

process. 

Session 15 minutes 

Walkers360PortalTwoFactorRememberBrowserCookie If your account is configured to 

require two factor authentication, this 

cookie enables the application to 

remember the second login 

Session 20 minutes 

http://www.allaboutcookies.org/
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verification factor such as phone or 

email. 

Walkers360PortalSessionStateCookie Used to recognize an active session 

for a particular user. 

Session Dynamic; From 

when user 

authenticates/login 

until the browser is 

closed. 

Walkers360PortalRoleCookie Used to quickly identify assigned 

role(s) given to the user for security 

purposes 

Session Dynamic; From 

when user 

authenticates/login 

until the browser is 

closed. 

Walkers360PortalXsrfCookie Used to prevent Cross-site request 

forgery attacks whereby attackers will 

hijack authenticated user's sessions to 

submit malicious commands. 

Session Per request basis 

 

Consent and Control 

If you wish to restrict block or delete the cookies which are set by any websites you can generally do this 

through your browser settings. The ''Help'' function within your browser should tell you how.   


